Introduction
Accurate estimation of ship's drag (resistance) is very important from the propulsive performance point of view. Since ship's drag is generated through viscous and inviscid interactions, neither the powerful potential theory nor the boundary-layer theory can estimate the drag accurately by itself. NS solvers, i. e. CFD, which contain the above two theories as subsets, seem to be the only means that can achieve this goal.
CFD (Computation Fluid Dynamics) has been making remarkable progress, and its field of application is quite wide already. Since CFD can provide detailed information of flowfields, it is particularly useful in obtaining qualitative information such as flow structures. However, using CFD, to obtain macroscopic or integrated information such as lift or drag acting on a body in flow is difficult. Especially, accurate computation of the drag of a streamlined body like a ship hull is difficult, partly because the pressure drag component comes out as a small difference between the large two at bow and stern.
One of the major sources of the difficulty is the ambiguity in the way the drag is computed. A drag value may depend on the integration path it takes, or on The present work shows an effort to clarify the cause of the deviation and to compute the drag more accurately. The drag of the same ship is computed using grids with various degree of clustering. The drag of a flat plate is also computed, since the flow around it has much similarity with that of the Series 60 (CB-0.60) hull, which is very fine. In the present work, the scheme is modified such that the third-order accuracy in computing the inviscid terms is maintained under non-uniform grid spacing, while the previous scheme had third-order accuracy only if the grid spacing is uniform. In contrast to the postprocessing approach adopted in the previous works, the present scheme adopts the preprocessing (MUSCL) approach7) in constructing the third-order accurate upwind differencing, because the non-uniformity of the grid spacing is much more easily taken into account there.
In the computation, the free surface is treated as the plane of symmetry, i. e. the double model flow assumption. (5) where the volume is computed as the sum of six tetrahedra6).
In order to discretize the other terms, the Gauss integral theorem is used (6) where n*=(n*x,n*y,n*z) is a unit outward normal vector. The above theorem is applied to eq. (4), and the surface integration of the hexahedron is divided into six quadrilateral surfaces as 
where Note that, using the above formula, the projected area of a closed body surface, which is divided into many quadrilaterals, exactly sums to zero. This property should be called "the conservation of projected areas". This automatically assures that the integrated pressure drag component of a closed body is exactly zero if the pressure is constant everywhere. The other terms in eq. ( 4 ) are treated similary, and the discretized governing equation shown below is derived. (9) where, for example, ( ) ig means ( )i+1/2,j,k and (10) (15) qz+1/2 is determined depending on the sign of c.
That is, when the signal propagates from left to right, qLi+1/2 is used as qi+1/2 and vice versa.
1st-order accurate upwind differencing As shown in Fig. 2 , zero extrapolation is used for defining q L and qR.
(17) 
The substitution of the above equation into eq. (15) does not produce the 3rd-order but the 2nd-order accurate upwind differencing. It is usually called the QUICK scheme. 3rd-order accurate upwind differencing with uniform grid spacing (U) Using the Taylor series expansion about the point i, the following interpolation formula which leads to the 3rd-order accurate upwind differencing is derived. 
where Note that the above equation is formally 2nd-order accurate, i. e. 2nd-order accurate on uniform grids.
At the solid wall (k=1/2),using the two integration volumes V, and VII shown in Fig. 4 Fig. 4 Volume of Gauss integration for viscous terms near solid wall. Fig. 10 . Fig. 9( b) 
